
NWXII Weekly Meeting and Report 12/7/2021

General Discussion
● Infiltration

○ 2 Have been removed
○ Probably still one in the org. It should be assumed that there are infiltrators

in the org as the organization grows.
○ NO FED POSTING. Remain professional at all times.
○ Rules should be re-read.
○ Infiltrators purposefully fell behind en route to the rendezvous point and

got there after the box trucks left. They drove Jason NY off and the other
guards were distracted and didn't see them.

○ Changes will be made in regards to vehicle swap and many other things.
● Mark SD was removed for flagrant violations of firearms rules.
● The bus is gone. Total losses are around $3500. There are talks of

reimbursement. If there is money, it will be put towards a new bus.
● Priorities for the new year.

○ Targeting Jefferson City and Columbia.
■ Have men in STL and KC but no one in the center of MO
■ There are potential recruits there.
■ Jefferson City and Columbia are not far from KC and STL
■ Zach MO is planning on having people at his house on New Years.

We can hit Jeff City the day after.
○ How can we get more members in NW12

■ MO has no had a new recruit in a long time in NW12
■ Carter is starting a program called “Rural recruitment”.
■ NW12 members will be going to local events and looking for

potential recruits. We will talk to them and give them literature.
■ NWXII core members will be doing this as a test run.
■ Doing in person recruitment can make good propaganda regardless

of if we recruit anyone.
○ KC regional guys have a new mission

■ If they become any bigger they will become a network but they
need a leader.

■ Currently Mark MO is the de facto leader. It is up to him to take the
lead or someone else if not him.

● Clarke MO is interested in producing a propaganda piece. He should speak to
Thomas.

● Carter_MO will be having a child soon and will be temporarily not as available as
he usually is.



Activism
● Comments on event

○ Clarke_MO- Had a good time. Met a lot of people. Had a good time.
○ Clarke_IL- Sun glasses were fogged up so he couldn’t see much.

Drummer kept throwing people’s steps off.
○ Leo_MO- Didn’t see anything suspicious. Hats off to Mark Zach and Sam.

Have a back up plan in case anything happens. Lucky to find rental cars.
○ Mark_MO- Didn’t see anything suspicious. Sam and Randy did a good job

at pulling the situation together. Thanks to Zach for for putting together
spreadsheet

○ Michael IN- Didn’t see anything weird. Nobody was at the first meet up
spot. Cops showed up and made them leave. They got sent to another
address by the leadership. The new address was someone's house and
they got screamed at by a homeowner. There was no group chat for
drivers. Therefore, people had to forward messages to everyone else
instead of them all being together. Phones were given back too early.
Guys were using them and could have used them to sabotage our event.

○ Sean_KS- at work cant talk
○ Randolph_IL- Agreed about drummer and phones. Told everyone to pay

attention to how Sam_VA handled the situation. Thanked everyone for
being easy to work with.

○ Zach_MO- Giving the phones back was strange. Agreed about the drums.
Didn’t see anything suspicious.

Upcoming Activism
● March for Life

○ We will be with the anti-abortion marchers in Chicago on the weekend of
the 8th. No plans made as of yet.

Pledges
● Clarke_MO- 2
● Clarke_IL-3
● Leo_MO-3
● Mark_MO- 1
● Randolph_IL- 3
● Sean_KS- 3
● Zach_MO-2

Meeting Missers
● Victor_IL
● Kyle_MO-shoulder surgery
● Patrick_MO




